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Overview
The Hwy 60 Windom Corridor Study held an open house on March 9, 2020 at the Windom Community
Center, 1750 Cottonwood Lake Dr. The purpose of the open house was to introduce the project to the
public, gain initial feedback on the corridor needs and community values, and listen to key issues and
concerns.
The open house was promoted through a variety of communications, including:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Postcard mailing to 1,227 properties within a quarter mile of the corridor
Flyer in city’s utility bill mailing to approximately 5,000 businesses and residences
Boosted Facebook ad targeted to Windom’s zip code, 56101
GovDelivery email sent to project email subscriber list
News release published and sent to local newspapers,
Cottonwood County Citizen and The Worthington
Globe
Newspaper ad in the local papers
Social media posts on the South Central MnDOT
Facebook group and Twitter

Seventy-five people signed in at the open house (see sign-in
sheets on page 7). However, an estimated 95 people attended
the open house.

Meeting Format
The meeting was conducted in an open house format. Staff
Figure 1: Open house attendees review
utilized display boards, aerial maps of the corridor, and an
display boards
interactive priorities exercise to communicate the project’s
purpose and goals, and collect feedback from the community. Project staff facilitated discussion to
collect substantive comments from attendees and answer question. A comment sheet was also
provided at the open house for people who preferred to write their comments (see page 4).

Highlights
Highlights from the open house include:
1. Open house attendees identified improvements to traffic flow and business and neighborhood
access as their top priorities for Hwy 60 reconstruction (see Table 1).
2. Open house attendees commonly reported the challenges in the corridor are speeding truck
traffic, difficultly and delays making left turns and insufficient pedestrian crossings.
The following sections summarize the community feedback from the open house.
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Community Priorities
Open house attendees were asked to identify their top priorities for improvements, and the responses
were relatively consistent with the online survey results (see Table 1). However, open house attendees
selected business and neighborhood access and ‘other’ more often than survey participants, and no
open house attendees selected aesthetics as a priority. Several attendees selected ‘other’ as their
priority for improvements. Those who selected ‘other’ wrote in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Closing side streets
Reduce access
We need a bypass
Safe crossing at 16th St
Left turn lanes
Safer road conditions
Truck noise
Noise reduction
Roundabout Hwy 60/71
Bypass

Table 1: Community priorities for Hwy 60 improvements*
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*Respondents could select up to two priorities. Total percent of respondents do not equal 100.

Issues and Opportunities
•

•

Many people reported the high semi-truck volume in the corridor is an issue because of
speeding and running red lights. People also said drivers taking left turns on Hwy 60 are unable
to see oncoming traffic around the semi-trucks.
Many people stated it is challenging to take left turns throughout the corridor and drivers can
experience long delays waiting for a break in traffic to make a left turn. Left turns are
particularly challenging at:
o North and south Hwy 60/Hwy 71
o Hwy 60/16th St
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

o Hwy 60/13th St
o Hwy 60/12th St
o Hwy 60/10th St
o Hwy 60/9th St
o Hwy 60/Hwy 62
o Hwy 60/1st Ave
Many people stated they feel unsafe
walking or biking along the corridor
because of the high truck volume,
speeding traffic and lack of separation
between sidewalks and traffic lanes.
Many people said crossing the corridor
on foot and on bike is unsafe, even
Figure 2: Open house attendees identify issues and opportunities
at marked crosswalks on 6th St and
10th St because trucks will run red lights and drivers won’t yield to pedestrians. People stated
they would like to cross Hwy 60 at 16th St to access the ballfields and recreation center.
Many people reported congestion is a problem at Hwy 60/16th St and N Hwy 60/71 particularly
during weekdays between 3-4 p.m. when Toro and the hospital have a shift changes and the
school lets out.
Several people reported that vehicles stacking in medians waiting to take a left turn is
dangerous, particularly at north and south Hwy 60/71.
Some people said the high number of accesses or driveways inhibit traffic flow and create safety
problems.
Some people said there is insufficient lighting in the corridor, particularly on N Hwy 60 near
AmericInn, Phat Pheasant Pub and Jack Slades Steakhouse.
Some people said truck noise is an issue for the community.
Some people said there are sight line issues for turning onto Hwy 60 where businesses are
located near the street, like Town N Country Appliance on 10th St.

Suggestions for Improvements
•
•
•
•

•
•

Many residents expressed support for a bypass while many people who identified themselves as
business owners said they opposed.
Many people support adding center left turn lanes but some expressed concern for taking local
businesses to expand ROW.
Several people said they support roundabouts in the corridor, while others opposed the idea
due to lack of driver education and concern for truck accidents.
Several people recommended improvements to pedestrian facilities, including adding a
boulevard or shoulder to separate sidewalks from traffic, adding sidewalks to both sides of the
river bridge, improving Hwy 60/Hwy 62 crossing and adding crosswalk and pedestrian refuge at
Hwy 60/16th St.
Some people expressed the need to add a designated truck parking in town.
Some people suggest adding four-lanes on Hwy 71 to reduce congestion.
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